How to Place an Order for
Prospecting Lists and Data
That Ensures You’ll Get Exactly What You Need
By Ruth P. Stevens

MEDIA SOLUTIONS

Marketers looking to acquire new customers or generate sales leads typically rely on outside data providers for lists and
contact data to give them access to new markets. But when they place an order for prospecting data, marketers often
end up with data that isn’t exactly what they had in mind. What happens then? They have to order again, wasting time
and money. Or, worse, they may use the data in a campaign and wind up with suboptimal results. With a bit of planning
and strategy, these problems can be avoided. Let’s look at techniques you can use to obtain the right lists and data to
produce a successful prospecting campaign.

Pre-planning
Get your prospecting campaign ducks in a row before ordering the data. Think through where you are going and why.
Key element to consider:
State your campaign objectives, with specific goals and timeframes.
A B2B example of a specific campaign goal: Generate 45 qualified leads, at $350 per lead, in the quarter.  
A B2C example: Acquire 350 new customers with an average order size of $35.

Identify the target audience.
A great way to refine your target audience is by profiling your current best customers.  Your data vendor may offer
profiling as a free service.  See page 5 for more about this opportunity.

Select a compelling offer that will motivate the target to respond.
Offers are most powerful when they are unique, tangible, perceived as valuable by the prospect and related to the key
benefit of your product or service.

Determine the key campaign messages.
Craft campaign messages based on the key benefits that are valued by your target audience.

Plan how you will handle campaign responses and follow up.
Plan a series of follow-up messages to deepen the customer relationship, and to stimulate retention, repurchase and referral.

Prepare a pro forma estimate of campaign results and ROI.
If your pro forma estimate does not show a satisfactory result, then tweak the other elements to improve the campaign:
Select a narrower, more targeted audience.  Find a more compelling offer.  Identify more powerful customer benefit
statements.

This pre-planning process may seem counter-intuitive. You know that the target audience is the single most powerful
driver of campaign success, so you’d think that specifying the audience should come first.  And that’s true.  But
experience shows that working through the other elements—the offer, the messaging, the projected results analysis—
often results in refinements to your thinking about the audience itself.  So don’t actually place the order until you’re
comfortable with all the other elements of your campaign.
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The data ordering process, step by step
1. Find a data broker. A broker represents the interests of
the marketer, and develops a deep knowledge of the lists
and data available from many sources. You want a broker
with experience in your target audience category. Ask
around.  Find out the names of brokers working with your
competitors. Once you select a broker, make that person
your full partner.  See page 7 for ideas on how to get the
best work from your broker.

How to evaluate a broker’s
list recommendation
Beware of the data card. Data cards provide details
about the sources, uses and characteristics of the list,

2. Describe your target. Use your market research, audience
profiles and personas—whatever richness you can add to
the description and the marketing strategy. The broker
will convert your description into the language of data,
and come back to you with a recommendation for lists and
segments (selects) with the closest possible match to your
vision. Build in enough time for the broker to research
your options and prepare a recommendation for you.
3. Review the recommendation thoroughly. Here, too,

and are very helpful in determining its suitability for
your campaign. But keep in mind that the card is
designed as a sales tool. View it with a critical eye.
Dig deeper into the nature of the segments (selects)
offered in the data card. In a publisher’s list, for
example, the card will tell you the publication’s
subscription price. But publishers often acquire a
subscriber via a deeply discounted offer, which reduces
the value of the subscriber to marketers like yourself.
With a catalog list, ask whether the product purchase

ensure you have enough time for due diligence. Please

amount stated on the data card represents a cumulative

see to the right for tips on how to evaluate the list

lifetime dollar value or just the last purchase.

recommendation.

Continue your due diligence by examining the list

4. Take a sample of the data to test, if there’s time and if
the universe of potential prospects is large enough. If
you end up with a sizable file from a single list, consider
developing a message specific to the characteristics of
that audience.

owner’s website to get a sense of how valuable their
products are and what kinds of customers they are
likely to have.
Examine the counts available over time—like 3
months, 4 to 6 months, 6 to 9 months—for unusual

5. Examine the data on arrival. If the data was sent directly
to your agency or another third party, request a sample

peaks and valleys. These may indicate the list owner’s
introduction of a risky new source or a big campaign to
bring in names that may weaken the file overall.  

from them. Visually inspect the output for problems like
transposed or missing fields, or names that appear to be

Ask for a sample of the promotional material used by

duplicates. Compare a sample of records against your

the list owner to generate the customer. Examine the

own database to check for outdated addresses or phone
numbers. In B2B, ask your sales team to look at names in
key accounts they manage.
6. Post campaign, review the results and share them with
your broker.
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product quality, price and promotional offers used, to
get a feel for the likely quality and responsiveness of
the name.
Talk to a sales rep from the data vendor or list manager
who knows a lot about the recommended file and can
give you more insight.
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Pitfalls to avoid
When your test campaign is successful, be sure to order the extension or rollout data exactly as was specified in the test.  If the universe of such names is
exhausted, you will have to make changes to expand the selection criteria, but
set that up as a new test.
Don’t forget to specify that the test names be suppressed when ordering data
for a continuation.  For example: “Exclude all names from previous list order of
[date].”
In B2B, consider your target audience at both the company level and the
contact level.  At the company level, you want to identify firmographics, like
company size, industry, geography and more esoteric variables like square
footage and energy usage. At the contact level, you should specify details like
title, job role and role in the buying process, like purchase authority.

Research what’s available.
Vendors often have more data than you might have thought. These days, the wide variety of available selects allows you
to target audiences with more precision than ever before.
Your broker will come up with helpful ideas. But be sure to ask to look at a complete data dictionary, and see if you can
identify variables that will help you narrow your segments more effectively.
Here is a sampling of some of the interesting selects you may find in business and consumer markets.
B2B

• Computer hardware and software installed on site (hundreds
of products, by brand)

• Professional area of interest, in scores of interest categories
like energy efficiency, working remotely, government affairs,
and various technical fields.

• FORTUNE company ranking
• Office square footage
• Number of engineers or scientists on site
• Categories of product specified for purchase
• Size of their ad in the yellow pages
• Population of the city where the business is located
• Female business owner or executive
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B2C

• Ethnicity of individuals and household
• Lifestyle interests in myriad categories, among them
collectibles, computers, history, gardening, fitness, travel and
wildlife

• Sports interests such as golf, basketball, hockey, skiing,
football and soccer

• Donor, gift giver
• Political leanings
• Reading preferences
• Estimated mail deliverability
• Interest in investing and personal finance
• Impulse buyer
3
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Top tips for success
• Begin with a test order of a sampling of the data in your target. Based on the test campaign results, go back for
more (this is called a continuation), or refine your targeting and modify your selection for another test and roll out.

• If the vendor permits, experiment with counts and selects online.
• Consider expanding your B2B universe by using title slugs. But tread carefully. Be sure to specify that your vendor
should ensure that the output eliminates duplicate names within a single company.  Also link employee size to the
order; a company with fewer than 50 employees is unlikely to have a human resources director, for example.   

• Once the list manager provides counts, ask about any discrepancies from the volume expected. If the count is low,
did the list owner stop promoting? If high, have they used a new acquisition source? These questions may reveal
useful insights into the quality of the data you are ordering.

• Prospects may come from a variety of sources. Ask the broker or manager how to obtain the source that is the best
verified, or most recent.

Ask your vendor for extra insights
• Penetration analysis. Find a gap in your market penetration by comparing your file to the larger universe.  In both
business and consumer markets, your vendor can match up your house file to its database of all the companies or
households in a market segment, to give you an assessment of how you compare to your competitors and reveal
market opportunity in segments where you have a lesser share.

• Profiling. If you already have a customer base, ask your vendor to create a profile to gain insight into the target.  For
example, B2B marketers often assume that their target is C-level executives, but a profile may reveal that the best
contact is actually a director of finance or a plant manager.

• Identifying look-alikes. The same profile that helps you refine your targeting can be used to find look-alike
prospects. Most vendors can build you a look-alike model and provide relevant prospect names for you to test.

• If you are specifying a limited number of names in your order, ask the vendor exactly how they net the file down to
the desired count quantity.
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Questions to ask when hiring a list broker.
Here’s a checklist of interview questions that will help you select the best list broker to serve your campaign needs.

Describe your experience with lists in my target audience category
and my intended media channels.

Have you worked for any of my major competitors? (Paradoxically,
a yes answer to this question is desirable.)

Who would be involved in managing my account, and what level
are they?

Are you a member of The DMA (Direct Marketing Association)?

Do you have business partnerships with other marketing services
providers? Please explain.

Describe your commission structure, any other fees and your
billing terms.

Provide three client references, including one from a former client.

What steps do you follow to ensure an ethical business process?

What other services do you offer?
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How to get the best work from a list broker
Select an expert. The basic function of a list broker is to help you find the right lists and handle all the logistics

of ordering, delivery and payment. But the key is expertise. You want to select someone with deep knowledge of
your industry, your customers, and your competitors. In fact, it is often wise to select a broker who works with your
competitors themselves.
Share everything. A good broker is going to partner with you. The more information you can provide about your

campaign goals, your market, your products, your offer, your past results—the better the broker can perform. This is not
the place to be shy, or cagey.
Involve the broker early. Call the broker while the target prospect is still being defined, well before the offer and the

creative are in development. The broker might have some good suggestions for how your campaign can be improved.
Early involvement will also allow the broker time to do in-depth research, get you accurate counts, and beat the bushes
for ideas.
Use a single broker.  Some marketers like to divide up their business and play brokers off against one another.  But

what you earn in loyalty and service by using a single broker generally trumps the competitive play.
Look for market knowledge versus media specialization.  Most brokers today operate in multiple media. New media come
onto the scene regularly. What you want is someone who understands your target audience, and has the experience and
connections to help you reach it, through whatever media channels are available.
Pay the fees.  Some marketers try to negotiate down the broker’s standard 20% fee.  Others try to do the brokerage

function in house, demanding the fee equivalent in discounts from the list owner. Neither is a smart move. Brokers
easily earn their money, and you don’t need the
aggravation.  And, when you think about it, the 20%
represents only a tiny fraction of the total campaign CPM.
Ask for new ideas. Tell your broker you’re looking

for full team membership. That you want not only list
recommendations, but all kinds of ideas for how to reach
your target market. Be open. And be sure to test some of
your broker’s ideas when you get them.
Be visible. Visit your broker. Take the broker and team

to lunch. Earn your fair share of their attention and
enthusiasm.
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Conclusion
The world of data vendors is a crowded one.  Each vendor has its own strengths, specialization and culture.  Your
investment in some due diligence will pay off with a productive partnership that will take your marketing programs to
the next level.
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About Infogroup Media Solutions
Infogroup Media Solutions empowers business, consumer, and nonprofit
marketing professionals. Through our innovative data sets, media
management, analytics, brokerage services and marketing solutions, we help
lower the cost to acquire new revenue and hold on to current customers.

For more information on our
data-driven solutions
Visit www.infogroupmediasolutions.com or contact us at 1.800.223.2194.

1020 E 1st Street
Papillion, NE 68046
P: 1.800.223.2194
infogroupmediasolutions@infogroup.com

linkedin.com/company/infogroup

twitter.com/infogroup

facebook.com/infogroup

